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lut shaming will not be tolerated
by Tilly Kushner
of the Willard Wire

I put my hand over my mouth, trying to
muﬄe the laughter rising in my belly as I watched
my mother stand up out of her chair and lean over
the principal’s desk. Her face turned red. “Did you
just ask my daughter if she is a slut?” The nervous
principal began to stutter, trying to avoid answering
my mother’s question. He uncomfortably shifted
in his chair as my mother informed him that slut
shaming will not be tolerated. Walking out of that
man’s office on that glorious day, my mom high
fived me and said although she doesn’t advocate
physical violence, she knew I had done the right
thing.
That trip to the principal’s office was the
result of weeks of bullying in the form of slut shaming. I was the new girl at a small school and I had
not been there an hour before I was already being
called a “whore” and a “slut.” Yet, not one of these
people knew me. One day the ring leader’s brutal
verbal assaults finally took their toll. She repeatedly
insulted me and invited me to kick her ass. When I
asked her to stop, something in me finally snapped.
I vividly remember sitting at the lunch table studying for finals as her friends continuously acted like
her mediator, coming up and telling me all the
harsh and cruel things she was saying. Being the
kind and gentle person I am, avoiding crises is the
direction I take 99.9% of the time. However, there’s
only so much a person can take. I felt everything in
me boiling with anger. I stood up, calmly walked
over to her, and confronted her. As I began talking
to her she decided she wanted to continue making
snarky remarks. I lost it, grabbed her hair and threw
her against the wall and watching as she fell to the
ground. At that moment kids and teachers were surrounding around us, like bees swarming something
sweet. Teachers continuously tried pulling me off
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of her, but the struggle continued. Eventually, they
successfully separated us. [instantly felt myself being
scratched and pushed up against the wall.] Filled
with rage, I grabbed her, threw her back to the
ground, kicked her once in the gut, and once close
to her head. I allowed her to stand back up, and
regain her balance. As soon as she stood I hit her
in the nose twice, hard enough for her to lose her
balance and grab hold of whatever she could grip
her fingers on. After those last hits, I was grabbed
very roughly by the principal and sent down to the
his office. Being walked down that small hallway, I
felt a very large grin curl up on my face.
Why is it that when young women really
want to hurt each other, they shoot straight at their
sexuality? Could it be because women are held to
a ridiculous, misogynistic societal standard where
their value is based on their virginity, yet men are
valued on their virility?
Have you ever asked yourself who defines what a
slut is, or who defines what a whore is? According
to Webster’s dictionary: “A slut is a slovenly woman,
a promiscuous woman; especially a prostitute. A
‘saucy’ girl.” “A whore is defined as a woman who
engages in sexual acts for money: a prostitute, also a
promiscuous or immoral woman.”
First of all, why are women doing this to
each other? Is this another way we are being brainwashed by society? In my experience women tend
to think that everything is a competition, no matter
how big or how small it may be. What every woman needs to understand is that nothing needs to be
a competition. Life isn’t a competition. Instead of
shaming girls for their outfit, or any of their personal decisions, why don’t we learn to accept the fact
that if something makes someone happy, we should
leave them be. If I see another woman that choos-

es to dress differently than I do, I feel zero disdain
towards her for doing so. We all deserve the freedom to dress and show our bodies in whatever way
makes us feel comfortable and confident. Expression varies massively between human beings, and
it’s supposed to. We shouldn’t be slut shaming, and
we shouldn’t be modesty shaming either. We should
take the shame out of the picture entirely because
it’s poisonous.
Slut-shaming contributes to rape culture,
where it’s okay to rape a woman because she was
“asking for it” or what she’s wearing. It promotes
girl hate, which is completely detrimental to the
feminist movement and creates more internalized
sexism. The message it is sending to young girls is
that sex can never be good, and having sex more
than once detracts from your identity. The message it is sending to men and boys is that girls who
engage in sexual activities are “sluts.” It teaches them
that if you come in contact with one of these so
called “sluts,” you can do/say whatever you want to
them, because they’re not “pure human beings.” It
teaches them that women deemed as sluts are simply objects. It’s a threat to our wellbeing as a species,
and we need to denounce slut shaming wherever it’s
found.
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l ittle over half of the human race have breasts,
both men and women. We originally developed them
to feed our offspring, and that was their main
purpose, but they’ve become something different,
something dirty and shameful, and something to keep a
secret. They’ve been overwhelmingly fetishized, and
feminized in western culture, and we need to put the
kibosh on that. People all over the world are wrapped
up in this illusion that we have created about our
bodies, and it’s time to change that.
THE INNOCENCE OF TOPLESSNESS, Photo Credit: Kylie Hoedel

No one wants to eat in a bathroom, it’s very unsanitary, especially if you’re an infant that hasn’t
fully formed it’s immune system. The breast’s main function is to nurture, not to cater to the male gaze. American
culture is so backwards that it is more offensive to use a body part for it’s intended purpose, than it is to
fetishize it. It’s always the same story, a woman and her baby are at a restaurant with their family, her baby
cries, the mother begins to feed them, and BAM- -they are thrown out, or forced to feed in the bathroom, alleyway,
etc. This is a huge fail in logic. Aren’t restaurants places where you eat?
*It is ILLEGAL to force a breastfeeding mother to move to a different location. In all states excluding
Idaho, there are laws protecting breastfeeding mothers right to breastfeed anytime and anywhere,
though no one seems to know that.
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You’ve probably seen the “I heart boobies” bracelets, and you maybe even
own one. While they seem perfectly harmless, note that the famous slogan doesn’t
mention the human being suffering large amounts of chemotherapy, it solely mentions breasts in a fetishizing manner. We should care more about the people that
are suffering than we do about the body part causing them all of the harm. Why is
it that we ﬁnd women who go through mastectomies to be unattractive, or odd, but
we put all of this attention on the breasts themselves? Why don’t we have bracelets
that
are based around ﬁnding a cure, or funding for surgery and removal? Why do we have t-shirts
reading “save
a life grope your wife” for the save the tata’s campaign? Why do we have ads reading “They helped you get out
of a trafﬁc jam, they deserve a mammogram” and “save second base”? Not to mention that almost none of the money used to purchase these items even goes towards curing these people. Why do we push breast cancer survivors to
get implants even when they don’t want to? It is perfectly understandable and normal for a survivor to miss her
breasts, and if she does, then by all means she should be able to get implants, (and have it covered by insurance)
but let’s stop shaming women who don’t. Something else we need to recognize is that men can get breast cancer
too. Anyone can, whether they have breast tissue or not.
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The feminization of breast tissue is absolutely absurd- -there are men that have breast
tissue, and there are women who don’t, and It’s scientiﬁc fact that cisgender males can
also breastfeed. While they are considered a secondary sex characteristic since they most
commonly develop as permanent in people who have female assigned bodies, breasts are not a
genital, and therefore should not be considered indecent exposure. Why is it ﬁne for a larger man with a lot of breast tissue to walk around shirtless, but if a 5 yr. old girl takes
off her shirt on a hike, it’s all of a sudden a big deal? Why should gender deﬁne the
appropriateness of your chest?

The Free the Nipple movement is not just about having the right to take off your
shirt.
It’s about breaking the chain that’s been locked around female sexuality.
It’s about freeing the female body from it’s box of fetishization.
It’s about ending misogyny, and ending the shame associated with having a body
that is perceived as feminine.
It’s for all humans, men and women alike.
Everyone's breast tissue is different, and no ones should be shamed for that.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
A BREASTFEEDING
MOTHER
I interviewed a breastfeeding mother to hear her
experiences, and to debunk some misconceptions about public
breastfeeding (the misconceptions are contrived from
comment sections on mom blogs)

Q:
A: “

As a breastfeeding mother, what are your experiences with public
breastfeeding?

Well, so I’d get a lot of disapproving looks from people, and very rarely
get smiles or a thumbs up. I try to be a little bit discreet about it, because I respect people’s opinions, you know. I don’t want to make anyone uncomfortable.

Q:
A: “

How do you feel about their opinions?

Honestly, I think it’s kind of fucked. Breasts have a reason to be on your
body, and that reason is breastfeeding. They aren’t sex toys, and all
anyone thinks about is sexualizing them, when in reality they’re just a tool. Breast
fed babies are way healthier than babies that are formula fed. I mean, I respect
moms who formula feed and everything, they have their reasons, but people judge
me because I breastfeed, and it’s stupid.”

Q:
A: “

What would you like to see improve for breastfeeding
mothers?

For people to be more encouraging. I would like mothers to be able to
have conﬁdence and say ‘You know, I’m gonna do what I’m gonna do,
because it’s what’s best for my baby, and I don’t care what you think.’ I want people
to quit judging breastfeeding mothers, because it’s a great experience and even if it’s
not it’s really good for your baby. I want people to quit being judgemental about it. It
makes me sick that the same people who walk around saying ‘Oh it’s so much better
to breastfeed than formula feed’ will also see a breastfeeding mom in public and tell
them that they shouldn’t do that there, and may even take them to a nearby
bathroom.”

Q:
A: “

How do you feel about the free the nipple project?

I like it. I think it’s awesome. I mean, I personally wouldn’t walk around
without a shirt in public, but I think it’d be nice for everyone to have that
freedom, you know. It’d be nice”
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Misconceptions Debunked by a Breastfeeding Mother

misconception:

“Breastfeeding is pornographic/ a sexual act.”

response:
“No, I mean, it could be if it was an adult, but
if a child is doing it to eat or because they want
comfort, then there is no way you can call that
porn.”

misconception:

“Breasts are supposed to be private, they are only for
you and your partner.”

response:

“No... No. If anything, them being a useful tool
comes before anything sexual involving them.
Breasts are for feeding infants and
children, not for being something to look at in
the bedroom.”

misconception:
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“Breasts are for sex, why else would they stay big
all the time when other mammals breasts don’t?”

response:

“That makes no sense at all. Breasts are big to
feed and comfort babies. Other than being a
fetish, what role do they even play in sex?”

misconception:

“Breastfeeding in public is detrimental to the
children!”

response:

“I can’t wrap my head around why people
think that’s bad. I feel like the child that is
watching, if they were old enough to understand, would be like ‘Oh, that’s cute, that baby’s eating!’”

misconception:

“Breastfeeding is no longer important, use a breast
pump!”

response:

“You could use a breast pump or formula, but
as I said, formula is not as good for the baby.
Pumping takes time and you have a limited
amount. If I’m out and about with my son,
and he’s hungry and we run out of the milk I
pumped, then I have to breastfeed him. I can’t
just let him be hungry.”

misconception:

“I can’t just whip my dick out and feed my wife at
a restaurant, so why should you get to whip out
your tit and feed your baby?”

response:
misconception:

“Breastmilk is unsanitary!”

response:
“That’s probably one of the stupidest things
I have ever heard. If you get it on yourself
you’re not gonna die from exposure, it’s just
food. It’d be no different than getting cheese
on your arm.”

(laughs) “Ew um that’s, I have never heard
that comparison. That’s absurd. How someone could make a connection like that makes
no sense to me. I definitely would rather see a
breastfeeding mother than a person getting a
blowjob in public. That’s a wild comparison. I
mean, it’s not like I’m out in public with a 14
year old kid sucking on my boob, I am simply
feeding a hungry baby.”
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ealing with the darkness
by Abria Parr
of the Willard Wire

Why are people with mental illnesses treated unfairly?

The stigma against people with a mental illness is extremely
common in western societies. This social rejection and discrimination
makes life a lot more difficult for those with a mental illness. For some
people the stigma is so unbearable and they avoid seeking help. One of
the common stereotypes I have heard is that people with a mental illness
cannot be trusted. Some people with mental illnesses tend to experience
more sadness than others. For example having depression will sometimes
cause the sadness to last for days. Having stigma built around you when
you are dealing with any mental illness can also cause some people to
hurt themselves. Why judge those who live with mental illnesses? They
are not any less of a human than you or I, they are still just as important. Kurt schneider the fcxc psychologist responsible for the diagnosis
of schizophrenia once said “mental illness is not a choice or an excuse,
but ignorance is”. People suffering from a mental illness aren’t choosing
to suffer, it’s not possible for them to get over it or “snap out of it’” If we
recognize, understand, and accept people with a mental illness we might
successfully overcome the unnecessary stigma around mental illnesses.
My story of dealing with Depression and Anxiety:
I know how hard things can get and I understand, I have been
dealing with both depression and anxiety since I was 7 years old, and
I know that it’s not easy. Having stigma surrounding me when I was
having a hard time makes things 10 times worse, and that stigma affects
me so much that I have gotten to the point where I just shut down and
do not talk to anyone. Things started to get worse and that led me to
self-harm. The beginning of 8th grade, things were okay, but then people
started to see me cry, and saw my scars on my wrists, and figured out I
was depressed. I started losing friends because i was depressed and not
always fun to be around. I started to get bullied. With all the stigma surrounding my condition, I didn’t tell anyone, I went home and went to my
room. It took a lot of courage to tell my mom and the school because I
was so scared to tell people because I thought they wouldn’t do anything
about or think I was lying. I lost friends and felt like it was my fault but
really it’s not your fault. If people leave you because you have a mental
illness they were never a true friend. You are not alone there will always
be someone for you to talk with parents, friends, or teachers. Many people are there there to help you, you are never alone. Some of us struggle

more than others and that is okay. You may feel alone and like no one
cares or wants to help you but I promise you are not alone. Family is the
most important when you have a mental illness and you will overcome
it but sometimes you need give it time. I will never ever let someone get
bullied for having a mental illness so if you are getting bullied or made
fun of you need to go talk to someone right away, that’s the only way you
will get help. Talking to someone could change your life.

A SILLHOUETTE, Illustration Courtesy: Sarah Donald
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efend the defenseless
by Jazlyn Anderson
of the Willard Wire

The problem faced and the consequences of animal cruelty

When a person commits the
offense of cruelty to
animals if, without justification, the
person knowingly or negligently subjects on an animal to mistreatment or
neglect is called animal cruelty.
Animal cruelty is equivalent
to domestic violence. The reason I say
that is because animals are simply like
humans. They need food, water, shelter, protection, medical care, and love
just like us. When an act of animal
cruelty is performed, an animal loses
trust and love for the person who
hurts them. The fines for those horrible actions are just as bad as the crime
done. The first time someone does an
act of animal cruelty, the fine is 1,000
dollar fine or be imprisoned in the
county jail for a term not to exceed 1
year. The second time someone plays
a part in animal cruelty, they face a
fine of 2,500 dollar or can be sentenced to the department of corrections for a term not to be exceed of 2
years, or both. In all fifty states, it’s a
felony to abuse and/ or kill an animal.
The person who plays the part in animal cruelty shall be prohibited with
ownership, possession, or custody of
animals, as the court believes what
is appropriate during the term of the
sentence.
I think that the reason people

abuse an animal is because they either
don’t mean to or they do it too show
their partner, that they can get what
they want and be the dominant figure
in the relationship. I also think that
when a person is involved in animal
cruelty the first time they do it is an
accident and they didn’t mean to, but
then it could lead to much more serious cases. Signs of animal cruelty are:
poor body condition like malnourishment, severe or non-severe
wounds like scrapes, cuts or
lumps. they could also have
a limp or not be able to walk
at all. Ways to prevent animal
abuse if you see it is to call
the animal control (406)541-7387 or the police if you
see anything that could be
animal abuse. If you don’t
have a way to get ahold of
these services tell someone
so they can call animal control or the police. Get help
for not just you, but for the
animals, and for other future
animals that the person is
going to abuse someday.

A DHEART AND CHEART, Illustration Courtesy: Sarah Donald
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he Reign of Braless Women
by Skylar Stanley
of the Willard Wire

The breast life is a braless one

I always see posts about how great it feels to
take off your bra at the end of the day, but you
know what feels even better? Not wearing a
bra at all. I’ve stopped wearing all types of
bras (except for to work or on special occasions) for a little over a year now and it
feels great. Many other women and girls are
joining the revolt against tradition with the
rise of
movements such as Free The Nipple. Body
confidence is growing among women as they
let their
breasts go free, and it’s beautiful.
Going braless is absolutely wonderful in many ways.
My shoulders
hurt less, my confidence has boosted, and
knowing my body
and mind are free is a really empowering
thing. Another positive thing
about going braless is that you never have
to worry about people commenting on your bra straps or seeing
your bra through your shirt. You
also don’t have to worry about your bra
giving you weird lumps in weird
places, which is extraordinarily unpleasant. You won’t have an excuse
to go to Victoria’s Secret anymore, but
imagine all of the money you’re going
to save!
However, going braless does
have some downfalls. Society constantly wants to push labels onto
you, such as a hippie or a slut. But in
all honesty, who are they to judge
whether or not I pay $35 to be uncomfortable all day? Also, running is
just a flat out no unless you want to be
a jiggly mess, so if you are anticipating a zombie apocalypse anytime
soon, going braless might not
be for you. You also have to deal with the
fact that if you get cold, everyone will
know - and that that may make some people slightly uncomfortable, because you know, nipples are so taboo. Everything has it’s pros and
cons, so you just have to decide which ones are going to help you make the final decision to keep
or throw out your breast holsters!
FREE FROM RESTRAINT, Photo Courtesy: Kylie Hoedel
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by Abria Parr
of the Willard Wire

How to deal with the loss of a loved one

Coping with the loss of a close friend or a family
member may be one of the hardest challenges many of us face.
My advice to all those in mourning is this: speak about the
death of the loved one, accept your feelings, take care of yourself and your family, reach out to help others dealing with the
loss, and lastly remember to celebrate the lives of your loved
ones. Many want to be alone when in mourning. Sometimes
they’re drawn to the quiet and safety they experience there,
but it’s just a way of dodging other people. Gather the support
you need in this time and try to embrace life. Sharing your
feelings with someone who you trust could actually help you
cope. Distance yourself from those who aren’t empathetic of
your situation. Save souvenirs that remind you of your loved
one. Give yourself time so you can heal. It may take years, it
may take months but in the end you will be okay. Don’t second-guess yourself, and definitely do not resist the grieving
process. I know it can be hard at times, and it can be difficult
to stay positive but everything will be okay. You need to keep
going on with life. Continue with the normal everyday things.
You will be okay, I promise. Allow yourself to be sad,
and express your feelings. The most important thing is don’t
let yourself just lay in bed and be sad, get up, move, go for a
walk, play with your pets. Eating healthy and good amounts of
food every meal. Avoid things that “numb” the pain, such as
alcohol and drugs. It will make you feel worse once the
numbness wears off. Go to counselling if it feels right for you,
but perhaps not right away. Your emotions can overwhelm you
at the beginning. Counselling may be more useful after a
couple of weeks or months, but only you know when you’re
ready.

BROKEN HEART, Image Courtesy: polyvore.com
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hat killed the king of love
by Keaton Alexander
of the Willard Wire

An analysis of the death of Martin Luther King and the planning of the Poor People’s campaign

Every 3rd Monday in January marks a Federal commemoration of
a man who brought forth a force of true altruism during a destitute time in
American history. It was intended specifically for remembrance of the Civil
Rights movement and Martin Luther King, Jr., but thoughts of the Reverend
are still fresh in the mind of the American public at the dawn of 2016. Last
year brought an explosive resurgence of activism towards the black struggle,
particularly the facet of police brutality aimed at people of color and the void
of justice in the courtroom with the countless cases over the year (such as with
Michael Brown, Trayvon Martin, Tamir Rice, and Sandra Bland, to name only a
few). 2015 also marked the emergence of the Presidential campaign of Vermont
Senator Bernie Sanders, who was an activist during the Civil Rights movement
himself and even marched with King. This verified his political stances with
much of America and has continually proven to propel his campaign forward.
Though Martin Luther King, Jr. achieved incredible things throughout his lifetime, his assassination, the events leading up to it, and the outrage
following it are far less publicized yet just as significant as the details of his
work towards racial equality. King is often remembered as a fighter for racial
equality and a strong believer in the tool of civil disobedience. Though this isn’t
inaccurate, it’s definitely a narrow viewpoint of his beliefs. King was the ultimate activist. He fought for total equality but knew that the means to reach it
were through carefully executed protests targeting very specific injustices. The
protests he was able to achieve before being silenced happened to be in support
of the fight to erase legislature that not only allowed legal persecution of black
Americans, but also encouraged it.
However, in the last year of his life, King’s attention shifted to the struggle of the poor. He viewed racism and poverty to be two delicately intertwined
societal ills and began to aid in the organization of the Poor People’s Campaign.
He considered the blind eye drawn towards poverty to be “a kind of social
insanity that could lead to national ruin.” The goal was to stunt the operation of
Washington through mass occupation. King envisioned a tent city that would
cement the validity of non-violent protest over rioting saying, “To dislocate
the functioning of a city without destroying it can be more effective than a riot
because it can be longer-lasting, costly to society but not wantonly destructive.”
The Poor People’s Campaign was met with far more chagrin from the
political ring than any of King’s other projects. Despite avoiding to publicize
any aspect of the project except it’s non-violent aim, the Johnson administration prepared for the campaign as if it were a brutal attempted coupe. Richard
Nixon, who was campaigning for the 1968 presidential election, pleaded with
Congress to not capitulate to the demands of the Poor People’s Campaign. At
this time, King was considered by the FBI under J. Edgar Hoover to be the most
dangerous man in America. King had struck a nerve, and it wasn’t just because

his plans landed at home base. He saw that division was the most effective tool
of keeping the poor continually faltering in constant poverty, as the rich continued to accumulate wealth. He saw that the means of division already existed
and were merely utilized to pin the poor against each other.
On April 4th, 1968, King was shot at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis,
Tennessee. His jugular vein was severed by the shot, and he died an hour later.
King was the age of 39, but the autopsy revealed that his heart was in the condition of a 60-year-old man due to 13 years of stress. The death of King caused a
national breakdown. A thick cloud of loathsome mourning fell upon the moral
America, especially among the black community. Nina Simone’s bass player
Gene Taylor wrote a song in mourning of King almost immediately after his
death, and it was performed on April 7th for the first time. The title of the track
was “Why? (The King of Love is Dead).” One must recognize that King was not
simply killed by “white America.” One must recognize that King had witnessed
a caste system built around and justified by political doctrine of a free market.
The King of Love wasn’t killed by white supremacy, he was killed by the rich.
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